DESCRIPTION
Our MP-4-FB-4 Multi Bang Flash Bang Projectile is designed to create a distraction/disorienting effect in civil unrest situations or during tactical entry. This cartridge launches a fiberboard projectile containing 4 flash bang charges up to 90 meters. The projectile detonation produces a series of loud bangs with a flash effect.

SPECIFICATIONS
Type: Projectile, Multi Flash Bang
Projectiles: 1, Fiberboard Body
Projectile Weight: 85 grams
Length Overall: 120 mm
Diameter: 38 mm
Cartridge Material: Aluminum
Maximum Range: 90 meters
Overall Weight: 165 grams
Payload: 4 Flash/Bang Charges
Report: 150 + dB @ 1.5 meters each
Flash: 0.25 million + Candela each
Waterproof: Lacquer Coated Primer and Paint Sealed Top
Launched With: 37mm / 38mm Riot Launchers, and 40 x 46mm Grenade Launchers

SHIPPING INFORMATION
UN Number: UN 0452
Shipping Name: Grenade, Practice
Hazard Class: 1.4G
Quantity Per Package: 12 Grenades in Heavy Wall Fiberboard Tubes
Packaging: Fiberboard Box, 4G UN/DoT Approved

WARNING
Do not fire directly at personnel or serious injury or death may occur